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Goyurr is a word that brings a smile to people’s faces in Ramingining. Bobby Bununggurr described 

it to Ben Wallace, Bula’bula’s curator, as "I am ready to go", or "I am willing to go", or "where they 

are going". It is the ideal word, then, to convey the spirit of these amazing artists which has 

sustained them and their art practice over the past forty years. 

During the time Bula’bula Arts has been operating in Ramingining, central Arnhem Land, it has 

gathered a substantial history and international recognition. It also lays claim to some of the most 

significant artists Australia has produced, such as Philip Gudthaykudthay and Dr David Malangi. 

Bula’bula’s artists have become highly regarded for their superb art across various media including 

fibre, painting, barks, works on paper, and Dupun (hollow log coffins or poles). This exhibition of 

carefully selected works from the late 1990s to present draws from each of the Bula’bula’s 

artforms. While not exhaustive in its scope, the exhibition aims to give the viewer an impression of 

the diverse talent across time that inhabits Ramingining. Two of the works are from the Estates of 

Dr David Malangi and Judy Baypungala, both masters in their main fields of painting/printmaking 

and weaving, respectively. 

It is indicative of Bula’bula’s achievements that its artists have regularly been included in significant 

exhibitions, such as the ground-breaking exhibitions Aratjara and The Native Born, both of which 

toured internationally in the late 1990s and early 2000s. The stage was set early for Ramingining’s 

rise when in 1984 Djon Mundine, the then curator at Bula’bula Arts, curated an exhibition of their 

work at the Power Gallery (now the Museum of Contemporary Art). Even more extraordinary was 

that this exhibition was acquired in its entirety by the Power Gallery. Given that the focus of the 

Gallery was on contemporary art, this was seen as a radical move at the time. Previously, 

Indigenous art from remote regions was the province of ethnographic museums. Now housed 

within the walls of a respected contemporary art collection, the boundaries that separated 

Indigenous from contemporary art began to crumble as popular understandings were adjusted. 

A few short years after the Power Gallery exhibition, Bula’bula created the Aboriginal Memorial 

(1988), an installation of 200 burial poles which represent the Indigenous people killed during 

each year of European settlement. First installed for the Biennale of Sydney, this work was 
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acquired by National Gallery of Australia where it remains on permanent display as the centre-

piece of its Indigenous collection. Charlie Djurritjini’s painting Ganalbingu Ceremony Story depicts 

the complete burial ceremony related to poles in the Aboriginal Memorial. It is rare for an artist to 

show the entire ceremony in one painting, making this piece a special inclusion in the exhibition. 

Philip Gudthaykudthay is perhaps the most senior living artist at Ramingining. He has been a 

practising artist since at least 1978 and has worked in all media except weaving. Gudthaykudthay 

was the first Ramingining artist to have a solo show, and since then, has proven himself to be a 

master of rarrk, even in his mid-80s. He is unquestionably one of Australia’s most important living 

artists and his current works still carry the force of his position and power as sorcerer. 

Dorothy Dukulul, Djurritjini’s sister, is one of the senior women painters. Hers, too, is a career that 

spans decades and continents. She is much admired by her peers and collectors for her fine hand. 

Dukulul has a natural ability to move between large blocks of colour and fine detail without 

comprising the cohesion of the piece; it is the intrinsic balance of line, colour and pattern that hold 

it all together. 

In addition to painting, Arnhem Land is renowned for its fibre art. The artists at Bula’bula have 

elevated weaving from ‘mere craft’ to an artform. While weaving still has a traditional role within 

community, the women have incorporated Western forms into their work. Robyn Djunginy creates 

woven bottles which reference her traditional lands of the goanna and honey ancestor, as well as 

the discarded glass bottles that have been brought into the area over the years. Djunginy’s woven 

bottles are also featured in the current string theory exhibition at the MCA. Linda Namiyal Bopirri 

and Julie Malibirr Djulibing are two fellow master weavers who have incorporated introduced forms 

into their traditional bathi (basket). As with painting, the hand of each artist is evident in the weave. 

The introduction of Western forms has led to hybrid shapes; however, the centrality of the basket 

to Yolngu culture and religion remains undiminished. 

Ramingining was also home to Bula’bula painter Dr David Malangi (1927-1999), an exceptional 

artist whose mortuary ritual bark design was appropriated by the Reserve Bank without permission 

for the new Australian $1 bill issued in 1966. Shortly afterwards, Malangi appealed to the Bank, 

which acknowledged its mistake by paying him $1000, along with giving him a medal and a fishing 

tackle box as compensation. This was the first known case of an Indigenous person successfully 

asserting their copyright. The $1 note was replaced by the $1 coin in 1984. Susan Jenkins, a 

former art centre co-ordinator at Bula’bula, recalls that Malangi was satisfied with his 

compensation and very proud of being known as ‚Dollar Dave‛. Malangi’s only work in this 

exhibition, a reductive linocut, is indicative of his bold style and is of significant historical 

importance. A print from this edition is held in the National Gallery of Australia. 

In the four decades since Bula’bula was established, it has traversed much territory and 

reestablished boundaries. Its artists past and present have garnered praise around the globe. 

Through it all, the artists have remained true to their culture and sense of purpose. These works 

are not mindless repetitions of tired, but popular, designs aimed at satisfying a broad market; they 

are deeply felt, considered assertions of identity and sovereignty, interwoven with the significant 

historical memories and politics that have shaped their lives over the centuries. Each work created 

is a step towards maintaining their cultural foundations and paving the way forward for their 

descendants. 
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Bobby Bunungurr expresses poignantly the motivation that keeps driving Bula’bula’s artists on: 

In those [bygone] days – good days – they pass on knowledge to us and today we pass it on to the 

younger generation. But today we are learning both ways … the black way and the white way. We are 

going forward and we can’t go back because government policy is like a brick wall. We can’t change it 

– the law surrounds us. This is what I see of the government policy. That is why I am crying with my 

heart. Today I am looking and thinking – I am taking a message to tell Australia about Aboriginal 

people. (from his documentation for his painting, Gurrwiliny Dhawu (Swamp Story), 2012).  

 

Bula’bula’s artists are widely represented in public collections internationally including the National 

Gallery of Australia, Canberra; Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney; Art Gallery of NSW, Sydney; 

National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne; Art Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide; Queensland Art 

Gallery, Brisbane; Museum and Art Gallery of the Northern Territory, Darwin; Artbank, Sydney; 

South Australian Museum, Adelaide; British Museum, United Kingdom; Linden-Museum Stuttgart, 

Germany; Seattle Art Museum, U.S.A.; Aboriginal Art Museum Utrecht, The Netherlands. 
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